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My Goal For YOU Today...



Share my biggest learnings after spending so much on
Facebook Ads for eCommerce brands, during iOS 14



Share my biggest learnings after spending so much on
Facebook Ads for eCommerce brands, during iOS 14

 
So that you can profitably scale your advertising

campaigns no matter your niche or budget









*Dropshipping in 2017







Let's bring it up



I know you're waiting for this moment...





It's already been 1 year





Early 2021 iOS 14 hits
 

Same ads, same audiences, worse performance
Not only in the ads manager, Shopify sales too





1LEARNING
The one and only solution to iOS 14 tracking
issues and lower performance is doing better
marketing and becoming smarter than your
competitors.



Before & after iOS 14: +66% Revenue, +32% blended ROAS



Before & after iOS 14: +78% Revenue, +77% blended ROAS



Same strategy, same audience, same ads, ...



How do we do better marketing?



2LEARNING
The highest leverage activity in any ad
account is designing, testing and scaling
winning ad creatives



Before iOS 14: "Hey client, send some new content
from the last shooting and I'll run it as an ad"

After iOS 14: Train the content team, provide
templates, weekly feedback, fully understand the
buyer persona, ads library research, ...



3 ad creative fundamentals to succeed in your cold
traffic direct response campaigns, at scale:

What's your winning ad angle?
What's your winning ad format?
What's your strong reason to buy?



AD ANGLE = What do I communicate about the product



AD ANGLE = What do I communicate about the product

AD FORMAT = How do I communicate it efficiently



AD ANGLE = What do I communicate about the product

AD FORMAT = How do I communicate it efficiently

REASON TO BUY = How do I make them move now



AD ANGLE
It destroys dark spots effectively
+ results demonstration.

AD FORMAT
Split screen 2 images, text on
top and show the product.

REASON TO BUY 
It's a high demand product.
'300,000 women'.



AD ANGLE
The product works amazing,
demonstration and it stays on for
a long time (typical objection).

AD FORMAT
Split screen 3 images, show
result and show product.

REASON TO BUY 
It's a high demand product with
714 5-star reviews that is not
expensive.



AD ANGLE
It's a new collection, it's
sustainable, it looks good and it's
at 30% off - Shop early with a
discount.

AD FORMAT
Split screen 4 images, show
multiple products to minimize
risk.

REASON TO BUY 
30% discount.
Discount ends in 24h.



How to quickly find ad angles

How to quickly find ad formats

How to quickly find strong RTBs



Ad Angles



Ad Formats



Ad Formats

Use common sense & test

Makeup product: I need to see the product they talk about and I need to see
what's the result when you apply it. Does single image make sense? No. It's
either video or split screen images with different information.

Fashion: The product is super easy to understand. You either like it or you don't,
so a single image might make sense here. But you can take it to the next level
by displaying multiple products in 1 ad via collage ads or carousel ads. 



Strong reasons to buy



3LEARNING
Costs are going UP, winning ad creatives
are NOT enough to succeed and scale in
2022. Conversion and average order value









My thought process:
 

"Can I really fight against CPMs that constantly increase?"
 

"Can I stop competitors with big budgets and really
smart advertisers from jumping in the auctions?"



Then... How can we fight rising costs?



Before iOS 14

Ad spend: 30,000€
CPM: 3€
CTR: 1%
CPC: 0.33€

CVR: 1.75%
AOV: 47€

Traffic: 100,000
PUR: 1,750
Revenue: 82,250€
ROAS: 2.75

After iOS 14

Ad spend: 30,000€
CPM: 8€
CTR: 1%
CPC: 0.80€

CVR: 1.75%
AOV: 47€

Traffic: 37,500
PUR: 657
Revenue: 30,879€
ROAS: 1.02



Before iOS 14

Ad spend: 30,000€
CPM: 3€
CTR: 1%
CPC: 0.33€

CVR: 1.75%
AOV: 47€

Traffic: 100,000
PUR: 1,750
Revenue: 82,250€
ROAS: 2.75

After iOS 14

Ad spend: 30,000€
CPM: 8€
CTR: 1%
CPC: 0.80€

CVR: 1.75%
AOV: 47€

Traffic: 37,500
PUR: 657
Revenue: 30,879€
ROAS: 1.02

After iOS 14 (CVR, AOV)

Ad spend: 30,000€
CPM: 8€
CTR: 1%
CPC: 0.80€

CVR: 2.75%
AOV: 62€

Traffic: 37,500
PUR: 1,031
Revenue: 63,992€
ROAS: 2.13



To increase CVR,
 

Ask yourself: "How can I help people trust me more?"



To increase AOV,
 

Ask yourself: "How can I make it easy to spend more with
me and enjoy more of my amazing products?"



4LEARNING
Evergreen campaigns don't provide a
strong reason to buy now and make you
irrelevant and boring. Flash campaigns
solve this and add a LOT of revenue.



Flash Campaigns are the main reason why I
can profitably spend 20,000€+ per day







What is a Flash Campaign?
Special time-limited campaign with an incentive
/ reason to purchase during the campaign.

These campaigns help you stay 'fresh', always
bring something new to people and be relevant
in the marketplace against competitors.



The 2 Types of Flash Campaigns

Black Friday, Cyber Monday 
Christmas, New Year
Halloween, 
Blue Monday
Mother’s / Father's day
Easter holidays
Summer Sales
(...)

EVENT-BASED
New Collection Drop
New Product Launch
Product Restock
(Brand name) Days
‘This weekend only’
Brand Birthday
Founder's Birthday
(...)

BRAND-EXCLUSIVE



5 Phases of a Successful Flash Campaign

PHASE #1: HYPE
PHASE #2: LAUNCH
PHASE #3: URGENCY
PHASE #4: EXTENSION (optional)
PHASE #5: BRANDING (optional)

>> Email 
>> Organic IG
>> Retargeting Ads
>> Prospecting Ads



5LEARNING
Not leveraging quick-impact
psychological biases through the
customer journey. By not doing this 
I couldn't increase desire and I was
actually increasing the fear of buying



These are 5 psychological biases our brains
easily and subconsciously respond to:



SOCIAL PROOF (Bandwagon Effect)1.



2. AUTHORITY BIAS



3. HALO EFFECT



4. URGENCY (Loss Aversion)



5. SCARCITY (Loss Aversion)



KEY TAKEAWAYS

 Winning ad creatives: angle + format + RTB
 Working on CVR & AOV is a MUST
 Run monthly Flash Campaigns (2 types, 5 phases)
 Use cognitive biases to your advantage

1.
2.
3.
4.



Let's stay in touch!

@manel.gomez

'conference'


